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July 26, 2019 
 
Sent via email/eFile 

BCUC INQUIRY INTO GASOLINE AND DIESEL 
PRICES IN BC                        EXHIBIT A-16 

Ms. Lindsay Brumwell 
Government Relations Manager 
Federated Co-Operatives Limited 
Lindsay.Brumwell@fcl.crs 
 
Re: British Columbia Utilities Commission – An Inquiry into Gasoline and Diesel Prices in British Columbia 

– Project No. 1599007 – Panel Questions and Oral Workshop 
 
Dear Ms. Brumwell, 
 
By Order G-112-19 dated May 24, 2019, the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) established an inquiry 
into gasoline and diesel prices in British Columbia (Inquiry). The regulatory timetable and terms of reference of 
the Inquiry can be found on the proceeding webpage on the BCUC website. 
 
As per the regulatory timetable, the BCUC held an Oral Workshop on July 17, 18 and 19, 2019. By Order G-161-
19, the BCUC amended the regulatory timetable to continue the Oral Workshop to allow further Panel questions 
to interveners, scheduled on July 30 and 31, commencing at 8 a.m. each day and August 1, 2019, commencing 
at 1 p.m. These workshops will take place at Allwest Reporting, 12th Floor, 1125 Howe Street, Vancouver, BC. All 
oral submissions will be transcribed and added to the public record.  
 
The BCUC invites Federated Co-Operatives Limited’s (FCL) participation at the upcoming workshops scheduled 
for July 30, 31 and August 1, 2019.  
 
By letter dated July 25, 2019 (Exhibit A-15), in Appendix B, the Panel provided further questions to interveners. 
Given FCL’s presence in the gasoline and diesel business in Western Canada, the Panel considers that the FCL 
may provide information that would help supplement the Inquiry’s evidentiary record. Accordingly, the Panel 
requests that FCL provide responses to the Panel questions attached as Appendix A to this letter. 
 
If in-person or videoconference participation at the Oral Workshop is not possible, the Panel requests that FCL 
file written responses to the Panel questions by no later than Thursday, August 1, 2019. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Original signed by: 
 
Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
 
AS/pw 
 

https://www.bcuc.com/ApplicationView.aspx?ApplicationId=681
https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2019/DOC_54739_A-15-Oral-Workshop-Further-Questions-Schedule.pdf
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# Issue Questions to FCL 

1 

Potential issues with retail market accessing alternative wholesale 
contract structures 
 
The Jaccard 1996 Final Report recommended government policies 
that would involve “mechanisms to help independent retailers access 
alternative wholesale gasoline suppliers by having owners of various 
terminal (rail, water, pipeline) and storage facilities post prices for the 
use of such facilities by independents.” (Exhibit A2-18, Jaccard, p. ii) 
 
Super Save in its 1996 submission noted its “crude related contract” 
that covered the period from 1990 to 1996. Super Save explains: “... 
the wholesale price chargeable to Super Save Gas was determined by 
adding to the cost of crude oil a fee for the processing, pipelining and 
terminalling of that crude oil which was refined on behalf of Super 
Save Gas by the major oil company." (Exhibit A2-18, Jaccard, p. 9) 
 
Super Save noted that no major oil company was willing to negotiate 
a similar contract when the crude related contracts expired at the 
end of 1994 and in May 1996. (Exhibit A2-18, Jaccard, p. 9) 
 
Advanced Biofuel also states that 75 percent of retail sites in BC 
operate under a supply agreement from one of the following brands: 
Petro-Canada, Esso, Mobil, Shell, Co-op, Husky or Chevron. 
(Transcript Vol 2, pp. 500-501) 
 
In day 2 of the Oral Workshop on July 18, 2019, Advanced Biofuel 
noted that supply agreements have a plus or minus the rack price. 
(Transcript Vol 2, pp. 501-502) 

1. Please describe the business your company does related to 
gasoline and diesel in BC. For example, business philosophy, 
retail locations, wholesale activities, source of supply to BC, 
transportation methods, annual sales volume, etc. 

 
2. Please provide your views regarding a “crude related 

contract” that has been suggested in the question. 
 

3. Would the option to access existing terminals in BC by 
independents change the retail market in BC. How could this 
function? 
 

4. What is the degree of flexibility for retailer and marketers to 
switch from one supplier to another? For example, are there 
contracts that limit or make the purchaser captive for a 
specific period? Are there any penalties imposed for early 
cancellation of these contracts? 
 

5. Are there any other features in the wholesale supply 
contracts, for example, cash incentives, price protections, or 
other discounts? 
 

6. It seems that a discount to the rack price is common in supply 
contracts. Do premiums to the rack price exist? 
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# Issue Questions to FCL 

2 

Refined Petroleum Product Supply and Demand and prices  
 
The National Energy Board states “Most refineries, including those in 
Canada, do not operate at 100% capacity. This is mostly due to 
planned/ unplanned maintenance and outages. In 2017, Canadian 
refineries operated at 84% of their capacity.” (Exhibit A2-5, NEB – 
Canadian Refinery Overview, p. 9) 
 

1. Does FCL purchase refined products in BC? Please provide 
information on your sources and volumes. 

 
2. To what customers or customer groups does FCL sell refined 

products? 
 

3. What is FCL’s refinery capacity and utilization rate? 
 

4. How does FCL set your wholesale and retail prices?  

3 

Differences between Canadian vs. US gasoline quality specifications 
 
In day 2 of the Oral Workshop (July 18, 2019), Suncor notes two 
different factors to consider when importing refined product from 
the United States. The quality issue speaks to the Canadian 
specification for gasoline, established by the Canadian General 
Standards Board which covers both federal and provincial 
regulations. In the US, gasoline specifications are based on the ASTM 
D4814 specification. While the specs are very close, there are some 
differences around corrosion inhibition, how octane is measured, and 
the US may permit additives in gasoline that are not yet registered 
for use in Canada. (Transcript Vol 2, pp. 323-324) 
 
Suncor stated that BC imports from PADD 2 and 5, and an increase 
from last year in PADD 3, but the pool of gasoline that can be 
imported to meet Canadian specs is limited. Suncor indicated that 
their options to manipulate the gasoline upon arrival are very limited. 
Third parties mix the gasoline at the source and do the mixing at cost. 
(transcript, vol 2, pp. 324-327) 

1. How much refined product volume does your company 
import from the USA on an annual basis, and from which 
PADD region? Does this change over time? Have you 
purchased product specially manufactured for the BC market 
or do you purchase refined product and make the changes 
required to meet BC specs?  Are there any minimum orders?  

 
2. How do you ensure that imported gasoline meets all 

Canadian specifications? Please explain the process taken in 
detail.  

 
3. Has the cost and availability of refined products significantly 

changed since 2015? 
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# Issue Questions to FCL 

4 

Terminal operations 
 
The Phase 1 Deetken Report (Exhibit A2-1, pp. 13-16; Appendix 1) 
provides an overview of primary terminals and bulk terminals. 
Primary terminals tend to handle larger volumes and are typically the 
first point of storage and distribution after the refinery. BC has 15 
primary terminals distributed throughout the Province. Bulk 
terminals handle smaller volumes, and typically receive product from 
a primary terminal rather than a refinery. 
 
Suncor states “changing regulatory compliance requirements has 
resulted in the need to reallocate existing storage in order to store 
and blend bio fuel products at these terminals (e.g. ethanol, bio-
diesel/FAME, renewable diesel/HRD) thereby causing storage 
constraints..” (Exhibit C2-2, Suncor, p. 6) 
 

1. How do you move product between your bulk storage 
facilities and retailers in BC? (e.g. truck, rail, pipeline, barge)  

 
2. Are FCL’s bulk terminals exclusively to enable distribution of 

product to your own customers. If not, can third party 
companies use the terminal facilities to mix product from the 
US to Canadian standards?  

 
3. If they exist, please provide specifics of agreements for third 

parties to use terminals.  Are all agreements for terminal use 
reciprocal agreements with other terminals owners? If you 
do sell product to third parties from your bulk storage 
terminals, how do you set the prices?  
 

4. Please confirm if you blend bio fuel products at your 
terminals. If confirmed, has there been any storage 
constraints caused by the need for extra storage space to 
store bio fuels? If you do not blend bio fuel products at your 
terminals, please provide information on how you meet BC 
specifications.  
 

5. Which customers deal directly with your Primary Terminals? 
 

6. Which customers deal directly with your Bulk terminals? 
Please explain how the relationship between Primary and 
Bulk terminals work financially. 

 
 


